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ABSTRACT
The MapReduce programming model provides an easy way to
execute pleasantly parallel applications. Many data-intensive life
science applications fit this programming model and benefit from
the scalability that can be delivered using this model. One such
application is AutoDock, which consists of a suite of automated
tools for predicting the bound conformations of flexible ligands to
macromolecular targets.
However, researchers also need
sufficient computation and storage resources to fully enjoy the
benefit of MapReduce. For example, a typical AutoDock based
virtual screening experiment usually consists of a very large
number of docking processes from multiple ligands and is often
time consuming to run on a single MapReduce cluster. Although
commercial clouds can provide virtually unlimited computation
and storage resources on-demand, due to financial, security and
possibly other concerns, many researchers still run experiments on
a number of small clusters with limited number of nodes that
cannot unleash the full power of MapReduce. In this paper, we
present a hierarchical MapReduce framework that gathers
computation resources from different clusters and run MapReduce
jobs across them. The global controller in our framework splits
the data set and dispatches them to multiple “local” MapReduce
clusters, and balances the workload by assigning tasks in
accordance to the capabilities of each cluster and of each node.
The local results are then returned back to the global controller for
global reduction. Our experimental evaluation using AutoDock
over MapReduce shows that our load-balancing algorithm makes
promising workload distribution across multiple clusters, and thus
minimizes overall execution time span of the entire MapReduce
execution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Life science applications are often both compute intensive and
data intensive. They consume large amount of CPU cycles while
processing massive data sets that are either in large group of small

files or naturally splittable. These kinds of applications ideally fit
in the MapReduce [2] programming model. MapReduce differs
from the traditional HPC model in that it does not distinguish
computation nodes and storage nodes so each node is responsible
for both computation and storage. Obvious advantages include
better fault tolerance, scalability and data locality scheduling. The
MapReduce model has been applied to life science applications by
many researchers. Qiu et al. [15] describe their work to implement
various clustering algorithm using MapReduce.
AutoDock [13] is a suite of automated docking tools for
predicting the bound conformations of flexible ligands to
macromolecular targets. It is designed to predict how small
molecules of substrates or drug candidates bind to a receptor of
known 3D structure. Running AutoDock requires several predocking steps, e.g., ligand and receptor preparation, and grid map
calculations, before the actual docking process can take place.
There are desktop GUI tools for processing the individual
AutoDock steps, such as AutoDockTools (ADT) [13] and BDT
[19], but they do not have the capability to efficiently process
thousands to millions of docking processes. Ultimately, the goal
of a docking experiment is to illustrate the docked result in the
context of macromolecule, explaining the docking in terms of the
overall energy landscape. Each AutoDock calculation results in a
docking log file containing information about the best docked
ligand conformation found from each of the docking runs
specified in the docking parameter file (dpf). The results can then
be summarized interactively using the desktop tools such as
AutoDockTools or with a python script. A typical AutoDock
based virtual screening consists of a large number of docking
processes from multiple targeted ligands and would take a large
amount of time to finish. However, the docking processes are
data independent, so if several CPU cores are available, these
processes can be carried out in parallel to shorten the overall
makespan of multiple AutoDock runs.
Workflow based approaches can also be used to run multiple
AutoDock instances; however, MapReduce runtime can automate
data partitioning for parallel execution. Therefore our paper
focuses on extending the MapReduce model for parallel execution
of applications across multiple clusters.
Cloud computing can provide scalable computational and storage
resources as needed. With the correct application model and
implementation, clouds enable applications to scale out with
relative ease. Because of the “pleasantly parallel” nature of the
MapReduce programming model, it has become a popular model
for deploying and executing applications in a cloud, and running
multiple AutoDock jobs certainly fits well for MapReduce.
However, many researchers still shun away from clouds for
different reasons. For example, some researchers may not feel
comfortable letting their data sit in shared storage space with
users worldwide, while others may have large amounts of data
and computation that would be financially too expensive to move

into the cloud. It is more typical for a researcher to have access to
several research clusters hosted at his/her lab or institute. These
clusters usually consist of only a few nodes, and the nodes in one
cluster may be very different from those in another cluster in
terms of various specifications including CPU frequency, number
of cores, cache size, memory size, and storage capacity.
Commonly a MapReduce framework is deployed in a single
cluster to run jobs, but any such individual cluster does not
provide enough resources to deliver significant performance gain.
For example, at Indiana University we have access to IU Quarry,
FutureGrid [5], and Teragrid [17] clusters but each cluster
imposes limit on the maximum number of nodes a user can uses at
any time. If these isolated clusters can work together, they
collectively become more powerful.
Unfortunately, users cannot directly deploy a MapReduce
framework such as Hadoop on top of these clusters to form a
single larger MapReduce cluster. Typically the internal nodes of a
cluster are not directly reachable from outside. However,
MapReduce requires the master node to directly communicate
with any slave node, which is also one of the reasons why
MapReduce frameworks are usually deployed within a single
cluster. Therefore, one challenge is to make multiple clusters act
collaboratively as one so it can more efficiently run MapReduce.
There are two possible approaches to address this challenge. One
is to unify the underlying physical clusters as a single virtual
cluster by adding a special infrastructure layer, and run
MapReduce on top of this virtual cluster. The other is to make the
MapReduce framework directly working with multiple clusters
without needing additional special infrastructure layers.
We propose a hierarchical MapReduce framework which takes
the second approach to gather isolated cluster resources into a
more capable one for running MapReduce jobs. Kavulya et al.
characterize MapReduce jobs into four categories based on their
execution patterns: map-only, map-mostly, shuffle-mostly, and
reduce-mostly, and also find that 91% of the MapReduce jobs
they have surveyed fall into the map-only and map-mostly
categories [10]. Our framework partitions and distributes
MapReduce jobs from these two categories (map-only and mapmostly) into multiple clusters to perform map-intensive
computation, and collects and combines the outputs in the global
node. Our framework also achieves load-balancing by assigning
different task loads to different clusters based on the cluster size,
current load, and specifications of the nodes.
We have
implemented the prototype framework using Apache Hadoop.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
some related works. Section 3 gives an overview of our
hierarchical MapReduce framework. Section 4 presents more
details on the multiple AutoDock runs using MapReduce. Section
5 gives experiment setup and result analysis. The conclusion and
future work are given in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS
Researchers have put significant efforts to the easy submission
and optimal scheduling of massive parallel jobs in clusters, grids,
and clouds. Conventional job schedulers, such as Condor [12],
SGE [6], PBS [8], LSF [23], etc., aim to provide highly optimized
resource allocation, job scheduling, and load balancing, within a
single cluster environment. On the other hand, grid brokers and
metaschedulers, e.g., Condor-G [4], CSF [3], Nimrod/G[1],
GridWay [9], provide an entry point to multi-cluster grid
environments. They enable transparent job submission to various
distributed resource management systems, without worrying about

the locality of execution and available resources there. With
respect to the AutoDock based virtual screening, our earlier
efforts presented at National Biomedical Computation Resource
(NBCR) [14] Summer Institute 2009, addressed the performance
issue of massive docking processes by distributing the jobs to the
grid environment. We used the CSF4 [3] meta-scheduler to split
docking jobs to heterogeneous clusters where these jobs were
handled by local job schedulers including LSF, SGE and PBS.
Clouds give users a notion of virtually unlimited, on-demand
resources for computation and storage. Attributed to its ease of
executing pleasantly parallel applications, MapReduce has
become a dominant programming model for running applications
in a cloud. Researchers are discovering new ways to make
MapReduce easier to deploy and manage, more efficient and
scalable, and also more able to accomplish complex data
processing tasks. Hadoop On Demand (HOD) [7] uses the
TORQUE resource manager [16] to provision and manage
independent MapReduce and HDFS instances on shared physical
nodes. The authors of [21] have identified some fundamental
performance limitation issues in Hadoop and in the MapReduce
model in general which make job response time unacceptably
long when multiple jobs are submitted; by substituting their own
scheduler implementation, they are able to overcome these
limitations and improve the job throughput. CloudBATCH [22] is
a prototype job queuing mechanism for managing and dispatching
MapReduce jobs and commandline serial jobs in a uniform way.
Traditionally a cluster must separate MapReduce-enabled nodes
because they are dedicated to MapReduce jobs and cannot run
serial jobs. But CloudBATCH uses HBase to keep various
metadata on each job and also uses Hadoop to wrap commandline
serial jobs as MapReduce jobs, so that both types of jobs can be
executed using the same set of cluster nodes. The Map-ReduceMerge is extended from the conventional MapReduce model to
accomplish common relational algebra operations over distributed
heterogeneous data sets [20]. In this extension, the Merge phase
is a new concept that is more complex than the regular Map and
Reduce phases, and requires the learning and understanding of
several new components, including partition selector, processors,
merger, and configurable iterators. This extension also modifies
the standard MapReduce phase to expose data sources to support
some relational algebra operations in the Merge phase.
Sky Computing [11] provides end user a virtual cluster
interconnected with ViNe [18] across different domains. It aims to
bring convenience by hiding the underlying details of the physical
clusters. However, this transparency may cause unbalanced
workload if a job is dispatched over heterogeneous compute nodes
among different physical domains.
Our hierarchical MapReduce framework, aims to enable map-only
and map-most jobs to be run across a number of isolated clusters
(even virtual clusters), so these isolated resources can collectively
provide a more powerful resource for the computation. It can
easily achieve load-balance because the different clusters are
visible to the scheduler in our framework.

3. HIERARCHICAL MAPREDUCE
The hierarchical MapReduce framework we present in this paper
consists of two layers. The top layer has a global controller that
accepts user submitted MapReduce jobs and distributes them
across different local cluster domains. Upon receiving a user job,
the global controller divides the job into sub-jobs according to the
capability of each local cluster. If the input data has not been
deployed onto the cluster already, the global controller also

ppartitions input data proportion
nally to the sub
b-jobs, and send
ds
thhem to these clusters.
c
After the jobs are alll finished on all
a
cclusters, the global controller collects
c
the outp
puts to perform a
ffinal reduction using
u
the global reducer
r
which iss also supplied by
b
thhe user. The bo
ottom layer conssists of multiple local clusters th
hat
eeach receives su
ub-jobs and inpu
ut data partitions from the glob
bal
ccontroller, perfo
orms local Map
pReduce compu
utation and send
ds
results back to th
he global controller.
A
Although on thee surface our fraamework may appear
a
structurallly
ssimilar to the Map-Reduce-Mer
M
rge model preseented in [20], our
fr
framework is verry different in naature. As discusssed in the relateed
w
work section, th
he Merge phase introduced in the Map-ReducceM
Merge model iss a new concep
pt which is diffferent and mo
ore
ccomplex than the conventio
onal Map and Reduce, an
nd
pprogrammers im
mplementing jobss under this mod
del must not on
nly
leearn this new co
oncept along with the componen
nts required by it,
bbut also need to modify
m
the Map
ppers and Reducers to expose daata
ssource. Our frramework, on th
he other hand, strictly uses th
he
cconventional Maap and Reduce, and a programm
mer just needs to
ssupply two Redu
ucers – one local Reducer, and on
ne global Reduccer
– instead of ju
ust one for the regular MapR
Reduce. The on
nly
requirement is that
t
the program
mmer must maake sure that th
he
fformats of the lo
ocal Reducer outtput keys/value pairs match those
oof the global Red
ducer input key/v
value pairs. How
wever, if the job is
m
map-only, the prrogrammer does not need to sup
pply any reducerrs,
aand the global co
ontroller simply
y collects the maap results from all
a
cclusters and places them under a common directo
ory.

33.1 Architeecture
F
Figure 1 is a hig
gh-level architeccture diagram of
o our hierarchiccal
M
MapReduce fram
mework. The to
op layer in our framework is th
he
gglobal controllerr, which consists of a job scheduler,
s
a daata
trransferer, a workload
w
collecttor, and a usee-supplied glob
bal
reducer. The botttom layer consissts of multiple cllusters for runnin
ng
thhe distributed lo
ocal MapReduce jobs, where each
e
cluster has a
M
MapReduce masster node with a workload reeporter and a jo
ob
m
manager. The co
ompute nodes in
nside each of th
he cluster are not
n
aaccessible from the
t outside.

partitioons the input daata in proportionn to the sub-job sizes if the
input ddata have not been deployedd before-hand. The data
transferrer would transffer the user suppplied MapReducee jar and job
configuuration files witth the input datta partitions to tthe clusters.
As sooon as the data trransfer finishes for a particular cluster, the
job schheduler at the gllobal controller notifies the job manager of
that cluuster to start thee local MapReduuce job. Since ddata transfer
is veryy expensive, we recommend thaat users only use the global
controlller to transfer ddata when the sizze of input data is small and
the tim
me spent for trannsferring the datta is insignificannt compared
to the computation tim
me. For large ddata sets, it wouuld be more
efficiennt and effective tto deploy them bbefore-hand, so tthat the jobs
get the full benefit of pparallelization annd the overall tim
me does not
get doominated by daata transfer. Affter the local ssub-jobs are
finishedd on a local cluster, if the appliication requires, the clusters
will traansfer the outpput back to thee global controlller. Upon
receivinng all the outpuut data from alll local clusters, the global
reducerr will be invokedd to perform thee final reduction task, unless
the origginal job is map--only.

3.2 P
Programmin
ng Model
The pprogramming m
model of our hierarchical MapReduce
framew
work is the “M
Map-Reduce-Globbal Reduce” m
model where
computtations are expreessed as three fuunctions: Map, R
Reduce, and
Global Reduce. We usee the term “Globbal Reduce” to ddistinguish it
Reducer, but conceptually aas well as
from the “local” R
syntacttically, a Globaal Reducer is just another cconventional
Reduceer. The Mappeer, just as a conventional Mapperr does, takes
an inpput pair and pproduces an inttermediate key//value pair;
likewisse, the Reducer, just as a conventional Reducerr does, takes
an inteermediate inputt key and a seet of correspondding values
produc ed by the Map ttask, and outputss a different set oof key/value
pairs. Both the Mappper and the Redducer are executted on local
Reducer is execuuted on the global controller
clusterss. The Global R
using tthe output from
m the local clussters. Table 1 lists
l
these 3
functioons and also the iinput and outputt data types. Thhe formats of
the loccal Reducers ouutput keys/value pairs must mattch those of
the Gloobal Reducer inpput key/value pairs.
Tablee 1. Input and ooutput types of M
Map, Reduce, aand Global
Reduce functiions

Figure 1.. Hierarchical MapReduce
M
Arcchitecture
W
When a user sub
bmits a MapRed
duce job to the global controlleer,
thhe job scheduleer splits the job
b into a numberr of sub-jobs an
nd
aassigns them to
o each local clluster based on
n several factorrs,
inncluding the currrent workload reported
r
by the workload
w
reportter
fr
from each local cluster, as welll as the capabiility of individu
ual
nnodes making up
u each cluster.. This is done to achieve loaadbbalance by ensurring that all clustters will finish th
heir portion of th
he
joob in approxim
mately the same time. The glob
bal controller also
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Figure 2 uses a tree-likke structure to shhow the data floow sequence
among the Map, Reduuce, and Globall Reduce functiion. In this
diagram
m, the root nodde is the globaal controller onn which the
Global Reduce takes place, and the leaf nodes reppresent local
clusterss that perform th
the Map and Reeduce functions. The circled
numberrs shown in Figgure 2 indicate tthe order in which the steps
occur, aand the arrows iindicate the direcctions in which tthe data sets
(key/vaalue pairs) flow. A job is submiitted into the sysstem in Step
1, and tthen the input keey/value pairs arre passed from thhe root node
(globall controller) to thhe child nodes (llocal clusters) inn Step 2, and
also M
Map tasks are lauunched at the loccal clusters wherre each Map
mes an input key/value pairr and producess a set of
consum
intermeediate key/valuee pairs. In Stepp 3, the set of iintermediate
pairs ar
are passed to thee Reduce tasks, which are also launched at
the loccal clusters. Eacch Reduce task consumes an iintermediate
key witth a set of correesponding values, and produces yet another

sset of key/value pairs
p
as output. In Step 4, the lo
ocal reduce outp
put
aare send back to
t the global controller
c
to perrform the Glob
bal
R
Reduce task. Thee Global Reduce task takes in a key and a set of
ccorresponding vaalues that were originally
o
producced from the loccal
R
Reducers, perforrms the computaation, and produ
uces the output in
S
Step 5.
T
Theoretically, thee model we pressent can be exten
nded to more thaan
juust two hierarch
hical layers, i.e. the tree structurre in Figure 2 caan
hhave more depth
h by turning th
he leaf clusters into intermediaate
ccontrollers similaar to the global controller and each would furth
her
ddivide its assigned jobs and run
n them on its ow
wn set of childreen
cclusters. But forr all practical pu
urposes, we do not
n see a need for
f
m
more than two laayers for the forreseeable future, because it cou
uld
inncrease the com
mplexity as well as the overhead
d introduced wiith
eeach additional layer. If a researrcher has a largee number of smaall
cclusters availablee, it is most likeely more efficieent to use them to
ccreate a broader bottom
b
layer thaan to increase thee depth.

(1)
Normaally we set
1 in the locaal MapReduce clusters for
computtation intensive jjobs, so we get
(2)
For sim
mplicity, let
(3)
The weeight of each suub-job can be calculated from (44) where the
factor
is the compuuting power of each cluster, e.gg., the CPU
speed, memory size, sstorage capacityy, etc. The actuual
varies
dependding on the charaacteristics of thee jobs, i.e., whetther they are
computtation intensive or I/O intensive
(4)

∑

Let
be the tootal number of M
Map tasks for a particular job
x, whicch can be calculaated from the nuumber of keys inn the input to
the Maap tasks, and
p tasks to be
, be the number of Map
scheduuled to
ffor job x, so thatt
(5)

,

Figure 2. Progrramming Modeel

33.3 Job Sch
heduling and
d Data Parttitioning
T
The main challen
nge of our work
k is how to balan
nce the workloads
aamong each local MapReduce cluster, which is closely tied to
hhow the datasets are partitioned.
T
The input dataseet for a particulaar MapReduce job
j may be eith
her
ssubmitted by thee user to the glob
bal controller beefore execution, or
ppre-deployed on the local clusteers and is exposeed via a metadaata
ccatalog to the usser who runs thee MapReduce jo
ob. The scheduller
oon the global controller takes in
nto consideration
n the data localiity
w
when partitioning
g the datasets an
nd scheduling thee job.
Inn this paper, we
w focus on the situation wheree input dataset is
ssubmitted by thee user. If the usser manually spllit the dataset an
nd
ruun separate sub
b-jobs on diffeerent clusters, it would be tim
me
cconsuming and error-prone. Our
O global conttroller is able to
aautomatically co
ount the total number
n
of reco
ords in the inp
put
ddataset using user-implemented InputFormat an
nd RecordReadeer,
aand divides the dataset
d
and assig
gns the correct number
n
of record
ds
too each cluster.
W
We make the assumption
a
that all map tasks of a MapReduce
aapplication are computation
c
inteensive and take approximately
a
th
he
ssame amount of time to run – th
his is a reasonab
ble assumption as
w
we will see in the next sectio
on that applyin
ng MapReduce to
ruunning multiple AutoDock instaances displays ex
xactly this kind of
bbehavior. The sccheduling algoritthm we use for our framework is
be the maxim
aas follows. Lett
mum number of
M
Mappers that can
n be run concurrrently on
;
bbe the number of Mappers currently running on
;
be
b the number of
o available Map
ppers that can be
b
aadded for executtion on
;
bee the total numb
ber
oof CPU Cores on
, wheere i is the cluster number, and
di
∈ 1, . . . , n . Wee also use to define
d
how many
y map tasks a usser
aassigns to each core, that is,

After ppartitioning the MapReduce joob to Sub-MapR
Reduce jobs
using eequation (5), wee number the data items of the ddatasets and
move tthe data items acccordingly, either from global ccontroller to
local cllusters, or from llocal cluster to llocal cluster.

4. AUTODOCK
K MAPRED
DUCE
We appply the MappReduce paradiigm to runninng multiple
AutoDoock instances using the hierarchical MapReduce
framew
work to prove thhe feasibility of our approach. W
We take the
outputss of AutoGrid (oone tool in the A
AutoDock suite)) as input to
the Aut
utoDock. The keey/value pairs off the input of thee Map tasks
are ligaand names and the location of ligand files. Wee designed a
simple input file form
mat for AutoDoock MapReduce jobs. Each
input record, which contains 7 fiields shown inn Table 2,
correspponds to a map taask.
Tablee 2. AutoDock M
MapReduce inp
put fields and deescriptions
Field

Descriptioon

ligand_name

Name of the lligand

autodock_exee

Patth to AutoDock executable

input_files

Input files of AuutoDock

output_dir

Output directory off AutoDock

auutodock_parameeters

AutoDock paraameters

summarize_exee

P
Path to summariize script

sum
mmarize_param
meters

Suummarize script pparameters

For ouur AutoDock M
MapReduce, the Map, Reduce, and Global
Reducee functions are im
mplemented as ffollows:
1) Mapp: The Map taskk takes a ligand tto run the AutoD
Dock binary
executaable against a shhared receptor, annd then runs a P
Python script
summaarize_result4.py to output the loowest energy reesult using a
constannt intermediate kkey.
2) Reduuce: The Reduce task takes all the values correesponding to
the connstant intermediiate key and sorrts the values byy the energy

fr
from low to high
h, and outputs th
he sorted resultss to a file using
ga
loocal reducer inteermediate key.
33) Global Reducce: The Global Reduce
R
finally taakes all the valu
ues
oof the local redu
ucer intermediatte key, sorts an
nd combines theem
innto a single file by the energy frrom low to high.

numberr of evaluations. The larger itts value is, thee higher the
probab ility that betterr results may bee obtained. Bassed on prior
experieences, the ga_nuum_evals is typiically set from 22,500,000 to
5,000,0000. We configuure it to 2,500,0000 in our experim
ments.

55. EVALUA
ATIONS
W
We evaluate our
o
model by prototyping a Hadoop baseed
hhierarchical Map
pReduce system
m. The system is
i written in Jav
va
aand Shell scriptss. We use ssh and
a scp scripts to finish the daata
sstage-in and stag
ge-out. On the local
l
clusters’ side, the workloaad
reporter is a component
c
that exposes Hado
oop cluster loaad
innformation acceessed by global scheduler.
s
Our orriginal design was
w
too make it a sep
parate program without touchin
ng Hadoop source
ccode. Unfortun
nately, Hadoop does not expose the loaad
innformation we need to extern
nal applications,, and we had to
m
modify Hadoop code to add an
n additional daeemon that colleccts
looad data by usin
ng Hadoop Java APIs.
A
Inn our evaluation
n, we use severall clusters including the IU Quarrry
ccluster and two clusters
c
in FutureeGrid. IU Quarry
y is a classic HP
PC
ccluster which has several login nodes
n
that are publicly
p
accessib
ble
fr
from outside. After
A
a user log
gins, he/she can
n do various jobrelated tasks, inccluding job subm
mission, job stattus query and jo
ob
ccancellation. Thee computation no
odes however, cannot be accesseed
fr
from outside. Seeveral distributed
d file systems (L
Lustre, GPFS) are
a
m
mounted to each computation no
ode for storing in
nput data accesseed
bby the jobs. Futu
ureGrid partition
ns the physical cluster
c
into severral
pparts, and each of which prov
vides a differentt testbed such as
E
Eucalyptus, Nim
mbus, and HPC.
Tab
ble 3. Cluster Node
N
Specificatiions.
Cluster

CPU

Cache size

Memory
y

Hotel

Inttel Xeon 2.93GH
Hz

8192K
KB

24GB

Alamo

Inttel Xeon 2.67GH
Hz

8192K
KB

12GB

Quarry

Inttel Xeon 2.33GH
Hz

6144K
KB

16GB

T
To deploy Hado
oop to traditionaal HPC clusters, we first use th
he
bbuilt-in job sch
heduler (PBS) to allocate no
odes. To balance
m
maintainability and
a performancee, we install the Hadoop prograam
inn shared directory while store data
d in local direcctory, because th
he
H
Hadoop program
m (Java jar filees, etc.) is load
ded only once by
b
H
Hadoop daemon
ns whereas the HDFS data is accessed
a
multip
ple
tiimes.
W
We use three cllusters for evalu
uations – IU Qu
uarry, FutureGrrid
H
Hotel and FutureeGrid Alamo. Eaach cluster has 21 nodes. They all
a
ruun Linux 2.6.1
18 SMP. With
hin each clusterr, one node is a
ddedicated masteer node (HDF
FS namenode and MapReduce
joobtracker) and other nodes arre data nodes and
a
task trackerrs.
E
Each node in these clusterss has an 8-co
ore CPU.
Th
he
sspecifications of these cluster nodes are listed in Table 3.
C
Considering AutoDock being a CPU-intensive
C
application,
a
we set
s
1 per sectio
on 3.3 so that the maximum num
mber of map task
ks
oon each node is equal to the nu
umber of cores on the node. Th
he
vversion of Auto
oDock we use is
i 4.2 which iss the latest stab
ble
vversion. The global controller does not caree about low-lev
vel
eexecution detaills because ourr local job maanagers hide th
he
ccomplexity.
Inn our experimen
nts, we use 6,00
00 ligands and 1 receptor. One of
thhe most important configuratio
on parameters iss ga_num_evalss -

Figu
ure 3: Number of running map
p tasks for an A
Autodock
M
MapReduce insstance
Figure 3 plots the num
mber of running m
map tasks withinn one cluster
during the job executioon. The cluster has 20 data noddes and task
trackerrs, so the maxim
mum number off running map ttasks at any
momennt is 20 * 8 = 160. From the plot, we can ssee that the
numberr of running m
map tasks quicckly grows to 160 in the
beginniing and stays approximately constant for a long time.
Towardds the end of jjob execution, it drops to a small value
quicklyy (roughly 0 - 5). Notice theere is a tail neear the end,
indicatiing that node uusage ratio is low
w. At this mom
ment, if new
MapReeduce tasks comee in, the available mappers will be occupied
by thosse new tasks.
Tab
ble 4. MapRedu
uce execution tim
me on differentt clusters
under diffferent numberr of map tasks.
Num
mber of
Map
p Tasks
Per C
Cluster

Execution Tim
me on Three Clu
usters
Hootel
Allamo
Q
Quarry
(secoonds)
(secconds)
(sseconds)

1100

10004

8821

1179

5500

17763

1771

2529

1 000

29986

22962

4370

1 500

43304

44251

6344

22000

59942

5849

8778

Test Caase 1:
Our firrst test case is a base test case w
without involvingg the Global
Contro ller to find outt how each of our local Hadooop clusters
perform
ms under diffeerent numbers of map tasks. We ran
AutoDoock in the Haddoop to process 100, 500, 10000, 1500 and
2000 liigand/receptor ppairs in each of tthe three clusterss. See Table
4 for reesults.
As is reflected in Figgure 4, the tootal execution tiime vs. the
numberr of map tasks in test case 1 on each clusterr is close to
linear, regardless of thhe startup overheead of the MapR
Reduce jobs.
me of the jobs ruunning on the Quuarry cluster
The tottal execution tim

iss approximately
y 50% slower th
han running on Alamo
A
and Hoteel.
T
The main reason
n is that nodes of
o the Quarry cluster have slow
wer
C
CPUs compared with that of Alaamo and Hotel.

Figure 4. Loca
al cluster MapR
Reduce execution
n time based on
n
different numb
ber of map taskss.
T
Test Case 2:
O
Our second tesst case shows the performan
nce of executin
ng
M
MapReduce jobss with -weighteed partitioned daatasets on differeent
cclusters, which is
i based on the following param
meters setup. For
eequation (4) fro
om section 3.3,, we set
, where C is a
cconstant, and i ∈ 1, 2, 3 for our
o three clusterrs. Our calculatio
on
sshows
160, given
g
no MapR
Reduce jobs are
a
ruunning beforeh
hand. Thereforre, the weightt of map task
ks
ddistribution on each
e
cluster is
1/3. We then equallly
ppartition the dattaset (apart from
m shared dataseet) into 3 piecees,
sstage the data together with
h the jar executable and jo
ob
cconfiguration filee to local clusters for execution
n in parallel. Aftter
thhe local MapReeduce execution
n, the output files will be stageed
bback to the globaal controller forr the final globall reduce. Figure 5
sshows the data movement cosst in the stage--in and stage-o
out
ccontexts.

each ccluster, the gloobal controller creates a 14MB tarball
containning 1 receptorr file set, 20000 ligands direectories, the
executaable jar, and joob configurationn files, all comppressed, and
transferrs it to the ddestination clusster, where thee tarball is
decomppressed. We calll this global-to-llocal procedure “data stagein.” Sim
milarly, when thhe local MapReduce jobs finishh, the output
files toogether with conntrol files (typicaally 300-500KB in size) are
compreessed into a taarball and transsferred back to the global
controlller. We call thiss local-to-global procedure “dataa stage-out.”
As we can see from F
Figure 5, the daata stage-in proccedure takes
13.88 tto 17.3 seconds tto finish, while tthe data stage-ouut procedure
takes 22.28 to 2.52 secconds to finish. The Alamo cluuster takes a
little loonger to transferr the data but thhe difference is iinsignificant
comparre to the relatiively long duraation of local MapReduce
executiions.
The tim
me it takes to rrun 2000 map tasks on each oof the local
MapReeduce clusters vaaries due to the ddifferent specificcation of the
clusterss. The local M
MapReduce execcution makespann, including
data m
movement costs ((both data stage-in and stage-ouut) is shown
in Figuure 6. The Hotel and Alamo clussters take similaar amount of
time tto finish theirr jobs, but tthe Quarry cluuster takes
approxximately 3,000 m
more seconds to ffinish, about 50%
% more than
Hotel aand Alamo. Thee Global Reducee task is only innvoked after
all the local results aree ready in the gllobal controller, and it takes
only 166 seconds to finnish. Thus, the rrelatively poor pperformance
on Quaarry becomes thee bottleneck on tthe current job ddistribution.

Figurre 6. Local Map
pReduce turnarround time of -weighted
datasets, iincluding data m
movement cost

Figure 5. Tw
wo-way data movement
m
cost of -weighted
partitioned da
atasets: local MapReduce
M
inpu
uts and outputs
T
The input dataset of AutoDock
k contains 1 reeceptor and 600
00
liigands. The recceptor is describ
bed as a set of approximately 20
2
ggridmap files to
otaling 35MB in
n size, and the 6000 ligands are
a
sstored in 6000 separate diirectories, each
h of which is
aapproximately 5--6 KB large. In
n addition, the executable
e
jar an
nd
joob configuration
n file together has
h a total of 300KB in size. For

Test Caase 3:
In our third test case, we evaluate thee performance oof executing
MapReeduce jobs witth
-weightedd partitioned ddatasets on
differennt clusters, whiich is based on the following ssetup. From
test casses 1 and 2, we have observed tthat although all clusters are
assigneed the same num
mber of computee nodes and corees to process
the sam
me amount of daata, they take siggnificantly different amount
of timee to finish. A
Among the threee clusters, Quarrry is much
slower than Alamo and Hotel. The sppecifications of tthe cores on
Quarryy, Alamo and H
Hotel are Intel(R
R) Xeon(R) E55410 2GHz,
Intel(R
R) Xeon(R) X55550 2.67GHz, annd Intel(R) Xeonn(R) X5570
2.93GH
Hz, respectivelyy. The inverse raatio of CPU freequency and
that of processing timee match roughly.. So we hypotheesize that the
differennce in processinng time is mainly due to the diifferent core
frequenncies, therefore,, it is not enouugh to merely fa
factor in the
numberr of cores forr load balanciing, and the ccomputation
capabillities of each core are also important. We refine our
scheduuling policy to aadd CPU frequeency as a factor to set
.
Here w
we set
2.9
93 for Hotel,
2.67 for A
Alamo, and
2 for Quarry. As is for test case 2, we again havve calculated

160, given no
o MapReduce jobs
j
are runnin
ng
Th
hus, the weiights are
0.3860,
0.35
505, and
0.2635 for
f Hotel, Alam
mo,
aand Quarry respeectively. The dataset is also parttitioned accordin
ng
too the new weigh
ht. Table 5 shows how the dataseet is partitioned.
bbeforehand.

Table 5. Numb
ber of Map Tassks and MapRed
duce Execution
n
Time on Each Cluster
Cluster

p Tasks
Number of Map

Hotel

2316

Execcution Time
(S
Seconds)
5915

Alamo

2103

5888

Quarry

1581

6395

F
Figure 7 shows the
t data movem
ment cost in the weighted
w
partitio
on
sscenario. The vaariations in the size
s of tarball different number of
liigands sets are quite small, whiich is smaller th
han 2MB. As we
w
ccan see from the graph, the data stage-in procedure takes 12.34 to
117.64 seconds to
o finish, while th
he data stage-ou
ut procedure tak
kes
22.2 to 2.6 secon
nds to finish. Alamo
A
takes a liittle bit longer to
trransfer the data but the differen
nce is also insig
gnificant given th
he
relatively long duration
d
of local MapReduce ex
xecutions as in th
he
pprevious test casee.

Figure 7. Tw
wo-way data mo
ovement cost off -weighted
partitioned da
atasets: local MapReduce
M
inpu
uts and outputs

balanciing workload am
mong clusters. Inn the final stagee, the global
reductiion combines paartial results froom lower-level cclusters and
sorts thhe results. Thee average globaal reduce time taken after
processsing 6000 mapp tasks (ligandd/receptor dockking) is 16
secondds.

6. CONCLUSIO
ON AND FU
UTURE WO
ORK
In thiss paper, we haave presented a hierarchical MapReduce
framew
work that can gaather computatioon resources froom different
clusterss and run MapR
Reduce jobs acrross them. The applications
implem
mented in this fframework adoppt the “Map-Redduce-Global
Reducee” model wherre computationns are expresseed as three
functioons: Map, Redduce, and Gloobal Reduce. The global
controlller in our framework splits the ddata set and mapps them onto
multiplle “local” MapR
Reduce clusterss to run Map aand Reduce
functioons, and the loccal results are rreturned back too the global
controlller to run the G
Global Reduce function. We uuse resource
capacitty-aware algorithhm to balance thhe workload amoong clusters.
We usee multiple AutooDock runs as a test case to eevaluate the
perform
mance of our framework. Thhe result show
ws that the
worklooads are well baalanced and thee total makespann is kept in
minimuum.
There aare several poteential improvements we will adddress in our
future work. Based on the computte-intensive natture of the
applicaation, our scheduuling algorithm only takes conssideration of
the CPU
U specificationss. It will not be thhe case when ann application
has larrger data sets tthat data moveement becomes significant.
Other sscheduling metrrics such as diskk I/O and netwoork I/O need
to be cconsidered. The remote job subm
mission and dataa movement
in our ccurrent prototyppe are built uponn the combinationn of ssh and
scp, whhich may not w
work well in a hheterogeneous environment.
Howevver, they can bee replaced by otther solutions. O
One possible
solutionn for remote jobb submission is to integrate ourr framework
with a meta-scheduler,, e.g., CSF and N
Nimrod/G. Dataa movement
can alsso be switched too solutions that are more scalabble and work
well inn heterogeneouss environments, such as gridfftp. As an
alternattive to transferriing data explicittly from site to ssite, we will
also exxplore the feasibbility of using a shared file systtem to share
data setts among globall controller and llocal Hadoop cluusters.
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